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The groundbreaking 3-time Eisner Award-winning graphic novel, now available digitally
for the first time! Join us as we explore this missing piece of Jim Henson's career in a
celebration of his creative process, gorgeously brought to life by acclaimed illustrator
Ramon K. Perez (Wolverine and the X-Men, Spider Man: Year One). Discovered in the
Archives of The Jim Henson Company, Tale of Sand is an original graphic novel
adaptation of an unproduced, feature-length screenplay written by Jim Henson and his
frequent writing partner, Jerry Juhl. Tale of Sand follows scruffy everyman, Mac, who
wakes up in an unfamiliar town, and is chased across the desert of the American
Southwest by all manners of man and beast of unimaginable proportions. Produced
with the complete blessing of Henson co-CEO Lisa Henson, Tale of Sand was hailed as
a groundbreaking achievement upon release, winning the Eisner Awards for Best
Graphic Album, Best Penciller/Inker, and Best Production Design, as well as winning
the Harvey Awards for Best Graphic Novel and Best Artist.
Adaptations of classic fairy tales and bedtime stories remove all kinds of bias and
objectionable language from such traditional tales as "Chicken Little," "Rapunzel," "The
Three Little Pigs," and "Cinderella."
Retells the Jack and the beanstalk story with illustrations of Afro-Americans as the
tale's characters.
Young readers are sure to delight in Galdone's version of this classic story, and the
lively illustrations and rhythmic storytelling make it perfect for reading aloud with little
ones. With a gorgeous cover in keeping with the rest of the Folk Tale Classics series,
the story of Jack and his magic bean has never been more irresistible.
A boy climbs to the top of a giant beanstalk, outwits the ogre who lives there, and
makes a fortune for himself and his mother.
"Fee-fi-fo-fum, I smell the blood of an Englishman!" When Jack buys some magic
beans from a mysterious old man they grown into a giant beanstalk and lead him to a
place he could never have imagined...including a giant's castle! With beautiful and
charming illustrations to enjoy again and again, this simple retelling of the children's
classic fairy tale is perfect for beginning readers.Parragon is the largest illustrated non-
fiction publisher in the world and a global leader in innovative digital books for children
in many languages. Welcome to the world of Parragon!
Jasper hopes to grow a beanstalk, but becomes discouraged when the bean he plants
doesn't grow after a week.
The inimitable cat shakes up some standard fairy tales--spoiling the Three Bears' big
lasagna dinner, and ending up as food for a giant atop a beanstalk
Join young Jack as he climbs a giant beanstalk to a magic castle in the clouds. Meet a hen that
lays golden eggs and a harp that sings by itself. And don't forget the ogre! This classic fairy
tale has been revamped by Kellogg with a vigorous look and "many humorous touches to
delight children. . . . Extremely satisfying" ("School Library Journal"). Full color.
One night a great big, white polar comes to stay with Tilly. The bear's got black hooked claws
and huge yellow teeth; but his white furry coat is warm and soft and Tilly decides he's the
cuddliest thing in the whole world. Tilly soon finds out that a big bear can cause big problems -
he takes a LOT of looking after! But when she describes the bear's latest antics to her parents
they think he's a figment of her imagination - but is he? From the creator of The Snowman,
Father Christmas and Fungus the Bogeyman - now a live theatre show!
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Colin is small, even for a mouse. His mother refuses to let him play outside with his brothers
and sisters unless he is wrapped in a big fluffy ball of cotton wool. But instead of keeping him
safe, the cotton wool attracts the attention of every fierce creature imaginable - little boys,
ducks, even foxes! After a day of being flung, pecked and chased, Colin returns home without
his cotton wool, but feeling much BIGGER, and ready to tell his mother that he can look after
himself.
When Wishbone returns to find the ball he accidentally left in Joe's third grade classroom and
must face a big, scary custodian, he imagines himself as Jack, the boy who met a real giant.
Ma has made a dozen delicious cookies. It should be plenty for her two children. But then the
doorbell rings -- and rings and rings.Each ring of the doorbell brings more friends to share the
delicious cookies Ma has made."Refreshing, enjoyable and unpredictable." -- School Library
Journal. Also available in a Spanish-language edition, Llaman a la puerta.
When old Mr. Haktak digs up a curious brass pot in his garden, he has no idea what use it can
be. On his way home, Mr. Haktak decides to carry his coin purse in the mysterious pot. But
when Mrs. Haktak's hairpin accidentally slips into the pot and she reaches in to retrieve it, the
magic of the pot is revealed. Not only are there two hairpins inside, but there are also two
purses!
The popular fairy story specially retold for very young readers and with bright, colourful
illustrations by Lorena Alvarez on every page.
Presents, in comic book format, thirty familiar fairy tales, songs, fables, and stories as retold by
such acclaimed authors and illustrators as Ben Templesmith, Jim Di Bartolo, Scott Morse, and
May Ann Licudine.
In this beloved tale, children join Pinocchio on his journey to becoming a real boy
as he is tricked by the sly fox, turned in to a donkey, and swallowed by a whale!
Between the pages of the Brighter Child(R) Keepsake Stories books are the
classic tales of magic, imagination, and inspiration that will delight children again
and again. From the hard-working Red Hen to the foolish Gingerbread Man,
these stories will capture children's interest and spark their imagination page after
page, inspiring a lifelong love of literature and reading. Each book includes 32
pages of fresh, captivating illustrations, and measures 8" x 8".
Gertrude the goat and her best friend Toby the tortoise are adventurers. No
sitting around on the boring farm for them! They love to explore, and every Friday
they sneak off the farm for some extra fun. One Friday, Gertrude and Toby
decide to visit the local candy store in town. They discover yummy goodies and
treats, but soon find that the treats are not free!? Uh oh! The market owner grabs
Toby. He demands money for the candy that Gertrude and Toby have taken by
mistake. Gertrude must find a way to save her friend and get back home before
Farmer Sam returns.
A poor shoemaker becomes successful with the help of two elves who finish his
shoes during the night.
This traditional fairy tale remains a favorite with parents looking for a children's
classics to read with their little one. When Jack sells his cow for a handful of
magic beans, he doesn't expect a huge beanstalk to grow outside his window!
Join Jack as he goes on an exciting and magical adventure up to the top the
towering beanstalk and discovers a hungry giant, a golden goose, and a magical
harp. The charming illustrations by Giuseppe Di Lernia in this picture book are
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sure to capture the imaginations of little ones, and the book is ideal for sharing
with children aged 3 to 5 and reading together at bedtime. Children won't be able
to stop themselves from joining in as the giant repeatedly shouts, "Fe-fi-fo-fum. I
smell the blood of an Englishman!"
English-Spanish Version In this beloved tale, Jack watches in amazement as his
magic beans grow into a beanstalk that reaches beyond the clouds! Children will
eagerly continue reading to see whether Jack can sneak past a hungry giant to
rescue the golden harp. Between the pages of the Brighter Child(R) Keepsake
Stories books are the classic tales of magic, imagination, and inspiration that will
delight children again and again. From the hard-working Red Hen to the foolish
Gingerbread Man, these stories will capture children's interest and spark their
imagination page after page, inspiring a lifelong love of literature and reading.
Each book includes 32 pages of fresh, captivating illustrations, and measures 8"
x 8".
Based on Raymond Briggs's classic, this beautiful illustrated Step into Reading
book describes the exciting things that happen to James and his magical
snowman.
Making mischief when he gets bored, an overworked Jack finds adventure as a
giant chaser in the land beyond the clouds, where he seeks to reclaim a precious
object stolen by the king of the giants. By the author of Rump. Simultaneous
eBook.
Jim and the BeanstalkPuffin Books
A retelling of the classic story of the boy who climbs a beanstalk and outwits a giant.
Fans of fractured fairy tales will be delighted to discover the fantasy, mystery,
adventure, and humor in the beloved New York Times bestselling Sisters Grimm series
by Michael Buckley, now with new cover art. As featured on NBC’s The Today Show,
the nine wildly popular books are favorites around the world. They were among the first
books to bring a distinctly girl-power spin to fairy tales—a spin taken up by hit movies
and shows TV such as Once Upon a Time, Grimm, and Maleficent, the bestselling book
series The Land of Stories, and other. New covers will appear on book one, The Sisters
Grimm: The Fairy-Tale Detectives; book two, The Sisters Grimm: The Unusual
Suspects; and book three, The Sisters Grimm: The Problem Child. Books four through
nine will be available in revised editions soon. ? In this first book in the series, orphaned
sisters Sabrina and Daphne are sent to live with their recently discovered grandmother,
Relda Grimm. The girls learn that they are descendants of the Brothers Grimm, whose
famous tome of fairy tales is actually a history book. The girls are pitted against a giant,
who has been rampaging through town. But who set the giant loose in the first place?
Was it Mayor Charming (formerly Prince Charming), who has plans to get his kingdom
back? The Three Not-So-Little Pigs, now working as police officers? Or a giant-killer
named Jack, currently working at a Big & Tall store? With an irresistible combination of
adventure and imagination, the Sisters Grimm series injects classic fairy tales with
modern day sensibilities and suspense, creating a fantastical combination readers of all
ages will love. “Kids will love Sabrina and Daphne’s adventures as much as I did.”
—Sarah Michelle Gellar, star of Buffy the Vampire Slayer and I Know What You Did Last
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Summer “Adventure, laughs, and surprises kept me eagerly turning the pages.” —R. L.
Stine, author of the Goosebumps series “Why didn’t I think of The Sisters Grimm?
What a great concept!” —Jane Yolen, award-winning author “Terrific, head-spinning
series . . . Rich in well-set-up surprises and imaginatively tweaked characters, this
tongue-in-cheek frolic features both a pair of memorable young sleuths and a madcap
plot with plenty of leads into future episodes.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review
“Enormously entertaining, the book takes the fractured fairy-tale genre to new heights.”
—Time Out New York Kids “An idea that will make other children’s book writers, and
tons of aspiring ones, kick themselves for not thinking of it first.” —The San Antonio
Express-News “A page-turner that incorporates humor, tension, suspense and a wild
cast of characters, readers will have trouble putting this novel down.” —The Dallas
Morning News “Quirky and reasonable characters, engaging writing, fresh fairy tale
references, and a very real fantasy setting.” —The Raleigh News and Observer, “Most
Promising New Series” “The twists and turns of the plot, the clever humor, and the
behind-the-scenes glimpses of Everafters we think we know, will appeal to many
readers.” —Kliatt, starred review
"Launched in 2011 by Chris Evans, 500 Words, the world's biggest storywriting
competition for kids, has encouraged children everywhere to explore their creativity and
celebrate the power of storytelling. In response to the Black Lives Matter movement
around 6,000 children aged 5-13 years submitted their inspiring, moving and poignant
short stories as part of a special 10th anniversary competition. Shortlisted by a judging
panel shared by Angellica Bell and Michael Underwood, this collection of one hundred
timely tales reflects the empathy, compassion and respect of the young authors. With
writing tips from head judges Malorie Blackman, Frank Cottrell-Boyce, Charlie Higson
and Francesca Simon, 500 Words: Black Lives Matter is a celebration of the written
word which reflects on a world-defining movement."--Back cover.
A boy climbs to the top of a giant beanstalk where he uses his quick wits to outsmart an
ogre and make his and his mother's fortune, in a retelling that includes historical notes
on versions of the tale, other heroic stories, and alternate "ascension" tales.
Mary Pope Osborne and Giselle Potter’s funny, magical retelling of a favorite fairy tale
featuring Kate, a new and inspiring heroine. Fee, Fi, Fo, Fum’un, I smell the blood of
an Englishwoman. Be she alive or be she dead, I'll grind her bones to make my bread.
Readers will cheer on the resourceful, gutsy Kate as she outsmarts the famously
greedy giant.
A Southwestern version of the traditional tale, in which a boy climbs to the top of a giant
beanstalk and uses his quick wits to outsmart the giant cattle rustler Wild Bill Hiccup.
Young Jack McKinney decided he was going to turn a bankrupt snapbean farm into a
paying operation, and he hired Matthew Hope to push the land deal through. Four days
later, Jack was dead--and there was no trace of the $36,000 Jack had promised to
deliver for the farm. Soon Hope is drawn deeper into the murderous plot.
The classic bestseller and Smarties Award winner - Sid the cat has six owners, lives in
six houses and has six dinners a day. Life is just about purrfect . . .Sid is a cat who is
addicted to having six meals a day and glories in this lifestyle. Manipulative, persuasive
and a charmer he has wrapped everybody round his little paw - each owner believes
that Sid belongs to them only . . . until the day he is found out!
According to the "Giant's Home Medical Guide," boy soup is sure to cure even the most
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gigantic cold, so when Giant begins sneezing, Kate and her friends must think quickly
to avoid winding up in the soup pot.
An inspiring story that shows we all have a lion inside of us! "That day they BOTH
learned That, no matter your size, We all have a mouse AND a lion inside." A mouse
feels small and insecure and determines that what he needs to do is learn how to roar
like a lion. He knows he has to act brave when he approaches a lion to learn how. In a
hilarious turn of events, the lion is afraid of mice! The mouse comforts the lion, they
become friends, and we learn that there's a lion and a mouse inside all of us. The
inspiring text by Rachel Bright and the fun, bold illustrations by Jim Field teach young
readers an important lesson. Regardless of how big or mighty we are, we can all live
our dreams and do what we want to do. Fans of Aesop's "The Lion and the Mouse" will
enjoy The Lion Inside!
From the World's No. 1 Storyteller, James and the Giant Peach is a children's classic
that has captured young reader's imaginations for generations. One of TIME
MAGAZINE’s 100 Best Fantasy Books of All Time After James Henry Trotter's parents
are tragically eaten by a rhinoceros, he goes to live with his two horrible aunts, Spiker
and Sponge. Life there is no fun, until James accidentally drops some magic crystals by
the old peach tree and strange things start to happen. The peach at the top of the tree
begins to grow, and before long it's as big as a house. Inside, James meets a bunch of
oversized friends—Grasshopper, Centipede, Ladybug, and more. With a snip of the
stem, the peach starts rolling away, and the great adventure begins! Roald Dahl is the
author of numerous classic children’s stories including Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory, Matilda, The BFG, and many more! “James and the Giant Peach remains a
favorite among kids and parents alike nearly 60 years after it was first published, thanks
to its vivid imagery, vibrant characters and forthright exploration of mature themes like
death and hope.” —TIME Magazine
Jim climbs the beanstalk and discovers a toothless old giant who can no longer eat little
boys.
Once upon a time, a girl skipped into the forest and became a zombie.Wait, no, that's
not how this story is supposed to go. Let's try again.Once upon a time, a boy did a
horrible job as a sheep-sitter and burned his tongue on stolen pie.No, children in these
stories are always good and virtuous. From the top.Once upon a time, a king and
queen tried to find a princess for their son to marry, and he wound up fleeing from a
group of very hairy vampires.Hmmm...What about, once upon a time, a bunch of fairy
tales got twisted around to be completely hilarious, a tiny bit icky, and delightfully
spooky scarytales... in other words, exactly what fairy tales were meant to be. Grab
some flaming torches, maybe don't accept that bowl of pease porridge, and get ready
for a wickedly fun ride with acclaimed author Kiersten White and fairy tales like you've
never heard them before.
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